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QUESTION 1

A JobStream has been created that, when executed, will write status messages to the log file that indicate whether
nodes have completed or failed to run. What type of node should be added to the JobStream? 

A. Alert 

B. Condition 

C. Procedure 

D. Email 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a use for a fact build? 

A. To deliver fact data into a dimensional framework. 

B. To acquire and transform transactional data. 

C. To automate tasks related to the build process. 

D. To deliver fact data into a metadata star. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to copy data from one table to a table in another database. What type of fact build would be the most
appropriate for the developer to specify in the Fact Build wizard? 

A. Cognos BI Mart (Snowflake) 

B. Data transfer 

C. Cognos BI Mart (Star) 

D. Relational datamart 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer is attempting to test a derivation. 
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In the Input values section, what does the cross symbol beside Price indicate? 

A. No value has yet been defined for Price in the Output values section. 

B. The option in the Top box should be set to Price. 

C. The option in the Immediate box should be set to Price. 

D. A definition for Price has not been found. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The following hierarchy has been created: 
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Before executing the dimension build, the developer wants to ensure that duplicate rows are excluded from each
hierarchy level. If any duplicates are encountered, the developer only wants to keep the row from DataSource1. The
data 

sources will be executed in series. 

What should be done? 

A. Create a data integrity lookup for the hierarchy that will flag duplicate rows at each level. 

B. Specify that duplicate rows are to be rejected on the Audit tab of the dimension build\\'s properties. 

C. Modify the SQL statement for the dimension build to use the SELECT DISTINCT clause. 

D. Specify that duplicate rows are to be rejected on the Features tab of the hierarchy\\'s properties. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A developer wants to create a connection to a database in a Data Manager catalog. When creating this connection,
which of the following must the developer specify? 

A. A default schema name. 

B. Method used to connect to the database. 

C. Names and port numbers of for Data Manager socket servers. 

D. Location of the .ctg file.. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

A developer has created a fact build to process the incoming data shown in the table: 

The build has been set to merge records with duplicate keys. Both the Customer and Date columns represent
dimension elements. If the merge behavior for the Amount column is set to SUM, what will be the value of Amount for
the first row delivered for customer 2? 

A. 1200 

B. 200 

C. 500 

D. 700 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Some incoming fact data has invalid product codes. The developer wants to accept this fact data and assign the
necessary surrogate keys in the dimension table. What can be done to accomplish this? 

A. Accept unmatched member identifiers in the measure element properties. 

B. Modify the SQL for the reference structure to exclude the missing product codes. 

C. Accept unmatched member identifiers in the dimension element properties and save unmatched member details via
reference structure. 

D. Add a derived dimension element to the fact build to store the missing product codes and unsubscribe the element
from the delivery module. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9
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Why would an index be created on a fact table? 

A. To enable the rejecting of duplicate rows. 

B. To make it easier to drop and recreate the fact table. 

C. To enable the merging of duplicate rows. 

D. To improve update performance on a relational delivery. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A fact build is being manually created. What must the developer do to deliver the fact data to a relational table? 

A. Add a relational table delivery module to the Connections folder. 

B. Create a relational table delivery using SQLTerm. 

C. Add a relational table delivery module to the fact build. 

D. Modify the fact build DataStream to include a relational table delivery. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A developer wants to create a connection to a published Framework Manager package in a Data Manager catalog.
Before this connection can be created successfully, what must the developer do? 

A. Add an LDAP or NTLM namespace in Cognos Configuration. 

B. Configure Data Manager to access the Cognos 8 Gateway and Dispatcher URLs. 

C. Log on to Cognos Connection as a user in the Data Manager Authors role. 

D. Create a data source connection to the Cognos 8 data store. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

During execution, a fact build generated the following messages in the log file: 
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What can be done to avoid seeing the last three lines when the build is executed again? 

A. Increase the initial size of the hash table. 

B. Decrease the size of the page pool. 

C. Disable audit logging. 

D. Increase the amount of working memory (in megabytes). 

Correct Answer: A 
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